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Introduction to the 
Inaugural Issue 

Published on Sept. 4, 2020 
Feast of St. Rose of Viterbo 

As with any other new magazine focused on        
out-of-the-mainstream political ideas, we    
face the monumental task of introducing our       
audience to some radical topics while also       
avoiding alienating you, the reader. This is       
especially difficult in these convulsive times,      
but it is a task that we at the Leonine          
Institute embrace. To put it simply, our       
mission with Social Justice Quarterly is to       
present ideas in the tradition of Catholic       
political, economic, and social thought that      
are outside of the mainstream. These ideas       
would be heterodox, at the very least, by        
modern standards. To that end, we warn       
you that some of the ideas in this magazine         
will challenge you to step outside your       
comfort zone. 

Catholics in the western world all labor       
under systems built by adherents of      
condemned ideologies like liberalism and     
democratic socialism. Yes, condemned; as     
in formally condemned to some degree by       
the anti-Modernist popes. Socialism and     
Liberalism received forceful condemnations    
by Pope Leo XIII, and capitalism as it has         
been implemented across the West has      
received severe criticism by virtually every      
pope since the time of Gregory XVI. Yet        
many mainstream Catholics promote those     
ideas in pure defiance of papal authority.       
We are here to challenge that spirit of        
rebellion by promoting Catholic ideas that      
the world has and will continue to greet with         
hostility. You have been warned. 

In this issue you will read about the history         
of subsidiarity and about its implementation      
in today’s economy. You will read about the        
importance of Catholic Social Teaching, a      
primary tenet of which is subsidiarity,      
despite the egregious slander the modern      
world heaps on such teaching. You will read        
about competing perspectives on solving     
social problems in the modern age and       
some of the difficulties of implementing      
subsidiarity in a liberal world.  

Social Justice Quarterly is accepting     
submissions for the next issue, the theme of        
which is Solidarity. Our goal is to foster        
discussion and present the real social      
teaching of the Catholic Church as a means        
of saving Christendom from the suicide that       
we see playing out on our televisions and        
computer screens on a daily basis. The cure        
for the communism and socialism we see       
fueling these riots is not more liberalism, but        
the social teaching of Jesus Christ’s      
Church. We hope you find this magazine       
illuminating. 
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Historical Analysis of 
Subsidiarity: Where Did 
It Exist and How? 
Alexander Brown 
 

If we can see far, it is because we stand on           
the shoulders of giants. This adage -       
attributed to Bernard of Chartres and made       
popular by Sir Isaac Newton - is always true         
for authentic visionaries, for nothing of value       
is ever truly novel. So, to see if an idea is           
worthwhile, the first thing to do is to see if a           
giant is underneath it. In other words, is it         
historically founded? In this article, we will       
look at the ways the Catholic Social       
Teaching of Subsidiarity has played out in       
history and the major turning points that       
lead to its demise.  

 

Family and Government 
 
Fortunately, there are many giants in this       
field, and some are taller than others. So, in         
order to get a broad view, we will look at two           
of the most premiant examples. The first       
example of the successful implementation     
of subsidiarity is in the governmental      
structure of Western Europe from 100 BC to        
1534 AD . During this time the countries (if        

1

such a strong name could be given to what         
was largely fluctuating tribal lands) were      
ruled by monarchies and other monarchies      
that were different from modern usage. Sir       
Robert Filmer in Patriarcha wrote,  

1 These dates are chosen because the first is 
the earliest reference, the second is the English 
Reformation.  

Caesar found more Kings in France,      
than there be now Princes there,      
and at his failing over into this Island        
[England] he found four Kings in our       
County of Kent. These heaps of      
Kings in Each Nation are an      
Argument their Territories were but     
small, and strongly confirms our     
Assertion that Erection of Kingdoms     
came at first only by distinction of       
Families .  

2

That is to say that at the advent of the          
Christian era the governing principle in      
Europe was the family, there being little       
distinction between “king” and “father.”     
Notice that Filmer also notes that the       
families and the physical territory were      
proportionate. So, Europe was broken down      
so that the most basic unit of organization        
(the family) saw to their immediate      
well-being and the prosperity of their      
homeland. This is subsidiarity.  

The centuries after the fall of Rome were        
chaotic to say the least. Nevertheless, when       
Charlemagne worked to regain order by      
instituting feudalism, rather than replacing     
the familial structure, he formalized it. 

When one family swore an oath of fealty to         
another, they entered a relationship in which       
they received protection and support in      
return for service. Even if there was no        
blood relation (which was rare), a      
relationship contingent upon reciprocal care     
and faith is like that of father and son.  

This practice created a practical and legal       
hierarchy which naturally developed over     

2 Filmer, Sir Robert. Patriarcha, or the Natural 
Power of Kings. London 1680. Online Library of 
Liberty, 
https://oll.libertyfund.org/titles/filmer-patriarcha-o
r-the-natural-power-of-kings 
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the years into the modern peerage: barons,       
viscounts, earls, dukes, et cetera. However,      
the historical development shows that these      
titles are simply a formal acknowledgement      
of what already existed: family tiers. The       
tiers broaden as they went down, like       
siblings or cousins on a family tree       
(because at one point they were). This       
created a hierarchy of equals (peers) who       
could come together to solve problems      
none of them could solve on their own. In         
such a case, the officiator of the       
organization was the next tier up. In theory,        
barons look after a series of farms, while        
dukes look after a series of barons.       
Therefore, even after legal changes,     
subsidiarity subsists.  

 
Apprenticeship and History  
 
As interesting as the historical relationship      
may be between family, government, and      
subsidiarity, we have only seen the oldest       
and tallest giant in the tribe. The strongest        
giant is easiest to overlook. That giant lives        
at the bottom of the hierarchy and his name         
is Apprenticeship.  

Apprenticeship has virtually always existed;     
it is mentioned in the Law Code of        
Hammurabi in 1780 B.C. Since then until it        

3

ended in 1813, apprenticeship has been      
generally the same. The apprentice learns a       
trade from a master by working at his side         
from a young age. While in the master’s        
service, the apprentice swears loyalty to      
him, including such stipulations as he may       
not leave without permission and he may       
neither drink nor gamble (lest he endangers       

3 The Code of Hammurabi, translated by W. L. 
King, 1910. Online Library of Liberty. 
https://oll.libertyfund.org/pages/1750-the-code-of
-hammurabi-king-translation  

the property of the master). In return, the        
master is supposed to be a father figure to         
the apprentice, seeing after his well-being      
by providing not only the education of the        
trade, but room, board and all necessities.       
“Father figure” literally means “father figure”      
as the apprentice would leave his family and        
enter as a member of the master’s       
household.  

This relationship would have existed     
through the Roman guild system of      
“collegium” is more properly seen in the       
Medieval Guilds which were formed in the       
12th century, but the standard of      
apprenticeship was not enacted into formal      

4

law until the Statute of Apprentices in 1563.        
5

Most importantly, this Elizabethan act of      
Parliament necessitated the apprenticeship    
for seven years if anyone wished to set up         
shop as a master.   

6

Furthermore, the Statute gave the local      
magistrates in the shire or city the right to         
regulate wages, standardize labor hours     
(with time allotted for meals, drink, and a        
nap in the summer months), refuse a       
master to dismiss his servant without due       
cause (unless given a “quarter’s” notice or a        
legitimate reason was verified by two lawful       
men), and refuse the apprentice leave      
(unless also given a “quarter’s” notice or a        

4 It was already the practice of the Guilds to only 
recognize masters that were apprentices who 
rose through the ranks, the Statute of 
Apprentices simple universally standardized the 
training period and the requirements therein.  
5 Also called “The Statute of Artificers.  
6 Modern readers will be interested that the 
language used in the document does not solely 
refer to the masculine “master” but regularly 
uses the inclusive phrase “master and dame” 
implying that women were prominent 
contributors to the economy and hierarchy in 
Elizabethan England. 
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legitimate reason was verified by two lawful       
men).   

7

The Statute of Artificers also demanded that       
the agreements between apprentices and     
their masters no longer be oral, but an        
indenture contract must be signed and      
sealed. It is from these contracts that we        
explicitly find the (aforementioned) paternal     
responsibility of the master and the filial       
loyalty of the apprentice. For instance, the       
“Indentured Servant Contracts for the     
Colonies of Maryland, Virginia,    
Pennsylvania and Barbados” that were used      
in 1682 demanded that the master would       
“allow [the apprentice] Meat, Drink, Apparel,      
Lodging and Washing necessary during the      
Term.” As well as agreed upon funds when        
the term was completed. These terms can       

8

be found nearly a hundred years later in an         
indenture contract from 1742 (though     
voluntarily written in, rather than a part of        
the form). These contracts also state that       

9

the apprentice shares in the private property       
and enterprise of the master, and therefore       
has a level of responsibility for it. Not only is          
the apprentice duty bound to diligently work       
for the good of the craft, he cannot engage         
in any vice that may harm it (e.g. gambling,         
drunkenness, etc.) In other words, the      
master took full responsibility for the      
apprentice and the apprentice responded by      

7 Kate Aughterson (Editor). (2002). The English 
Renaissance: And Anthology of Sources and 
Documents. Routledge. 167-174.  
8  “Indentured Servant Contracts for the colonies 
of Maryland, Virginia, Pennsylvania and 
Barbados” 1682-1683. Contract. LUNA: Folger 
Digital Image Collection. Luna Collections. Web 
17 July 2020.   
9 “John Reid Jr.’s Indenture of apprenticeship 
with Robert Livingston Jr.” November 1, 1742. 
Contract. The Gilder Lehrman Institute of 
American History. Gilder Lehrman Collection. 
Web. 17 July 2020. 

abandoning himself to total fidelity.  
 

Apprenticeship and Subsidiarity 

Consider then how this is the principle of        
subsidiarity actualized. First, it perpetuates     
the locality of production, ensuring that      
small and private businesses are     
authentically sustained. Business remains in     
the hands of the craftsmen, rather than in        
the hands of shareholders, politicians, and      
the like.  

Second, the provision of room and board        
by the master denies the ability for tenant        
housing and absentee landlords. The     
property is handled at the lowest possible       
level. 

Third, education is in the hands of the         
master, rather than being farmed out to a        
bureaucratic institution. What one man can      
teach; one man teaches. Of course, he       
teaches in tandem with a larger community -        
namely, the Guild - thus creating a hierarchy        
in which larger issues can be dealt with at a          
larger level.  

Fourth, the apprenticeship program teaches     
familial virtues. The apprentice learns to      
associate trade with his father figure and       
then learns not simply business, but      
interpersonal business. He learns not only      
how to make a profit, but, because of their         
intimate relationship, he has an opportunity      
to learn reasons, motivation, tact, and      
strategy from the master, as well as how the         
master fosters relationship with other     
craftsmen.  

Furthermore, the apprentice gains a     
fraternal experience by growing up with      
other apprentices. This means that the next       
generation of crafts and businessmen will      
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already have authentic connections without     
needing to implore a larger corporation.      
When you have a business for business’       
sake, it is easy to take advantage of people         
with whom you have no relation.      
Apprenticeship ensures that business is a      
consequence of already existing    
relationships.  

It is precisely this fraternity that is the        
foundation of the Guild System which - in        
turn - is an essential part of the apprentice         
program. It was the fraternity of the Guilds        
which provided the social aspect which Pius       
XI writes of in Quadagesimo Anno. Pope       
Pius XI writes,  

For man's productive effort cannot     
yield its fruits unless a truly social       
and organic body exists, unless a      
social and juridical order watches     
over the exercise of work, unless the       
various occupations, being   
interdependent, cooperate with and    
mutually complete one another, and,     
what is still more important, unless      
mind, material things, and work     
combine and form as it were a single        
whole. Therefore, where the social     
and individual nature of work is      
neglected, it will be impossible to      
evaluate work justly and pay it      
according to justice . [Emphasis    

10

added] 

It is not enough that an apprentice should        
learn from a master and become proficient       
at producing. The Church affirms that we       
are social creatures by God’s design and       

10 Pius XI. “Quadragesimo Anno.” The Holy See, 
May 15, 1931, 
http://www.vatican.va/content/pius-xi/en/encyclic
als/documents/hf_p-xi_enc_19310515_quadrag
esimo-anno.html 

that an economy which fosters that is a        
humane one. Therefore, the prolonged     
training of an apprentice creates a bond       
between him, his peers, and his betters       
which creates a fraternity that underlies      
trade in the future.  

Finally, regarding property and production, it      
was common for the apprentice to make all        
the tools and supplies he would need as a         
part of his learning. This ensures that       
production is inspired by immediate demand      
rather than mass production aimed at a       
broad market resulting in waste, and the       
apprentice matures owning his own tools.      
More significantly, because the shoppe is      
owned by the master, the apprentice has an        
actual hand in the “company”; his actions       
have a direct effect on his own and his         
master’s livelihood. This is contrary to big       
businesses, in which the employees have      
absolutely no bearing in their company.      
Their actions have little significance; there is       
little reward for effort and much abuse for        
exiting.  
 

Subsidiarity Reified 

In short, when the Catholic Church speaks       
of subsidiarity, it is not speaking of some        
theoretical ideal or a novel hypothesis. It is        
a structure which has carried Western      
Civilization since before Caesar went to      
France. The family governed and provided      
at the top of the hierarchy and it was a          
family structure that supported it from the       
bottom. The apprenticeship program gave     
rising artisans a profound and prolific      
education on a base level, contingent upon       
human interaction. It was through such      
structure that we see the development of       
civilization happening at the lowest level      
possible; the individual. These individuals     
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rose together to form collective social      
wholes, which, in turn, existed for the       
individual. This is subsidiarity at work.  

While kings and guilds have slipped away,       
they remain as proof that there is merit in         
their virtue. The question now is: how do we         
live it out today? The answer to that        
question I will leave to my betters. All history         
can teach us is nothing but an entire        
heritage worth of precedent to teach your       
children all they ought to know and to        
reclaim the kingdom of your household.  

 

 

 

 

 

Implementing 
Subsidiarity 
Isaac W. Miller 

 

Popes since the 19th century have paid       
close attention to “the Social Question,” with       
regard to the reconstruction of the civil order        
of society, wracked as it has been by the         
rise of a man-centered view of political and        
economic relationships. Notably Leo XIII,     
Pope St. Pius X, and Pius XI have all         
commented extensively on the problems     
and what is needed for reconstruction. More       
recent encyclicals echo similar sentiments     
in the modern context. Of particular note is        
the organic view espoused by the Popes       
rather than the mechanistic views of either       
capitalism or socialism. 
 
While what is commonly called “Democratic      
Socialism” can accomplish good aims or      
treat symptoms of the lack of Public       
Prosperity (contrasted with Private    
Prosperity), the root causes will be left       
unaddressed by such systems. Marxists     
agree that the growing capitalist     
centralization of productive capital and its      
concomitant alienation of the human person      
from his labor is a problem not solved by         
tinkering at the edges, but posits that       
finalizing this process in the hands of the        
state can restore the individual’s     
relationship to labor via collectivization.     
Socialists admit and embrace the fatal flaws       
in liberalism by an increase of collective       
power, which is more like an amputation       
replaced by a peg leg rather than an effort         
to restore a damaged arm or leg to proper         
health. 
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Mechanistic views continue to see man as       
purely material and the social organism as a        
machine with parts which need to be       
replaced, or that the machine must simply       
be placed under a different structure of       
management. The socialist view neglects     
that society has critical semi-autonomous     
organs which are not improved by      
upgrading the cognitive capacity of the brain       
or placing them under its direct control. A        
heartbeat can be slowed by mental focus       
and controlled breathing, but it would be       
disastrous to place its rhythm under the       
direct control of thoughts and impulses. 
 

When we speak of the reform of       
institutions, the State comes chiefly     
to mind, not as if universal      
well-being were to be expected from      
its activity, but because things have      
come to such a pass through the evil        
of what we have termed     
"individualism" that, following upon    
the overthrow and near extinction of      
that rich social life which was once       
highly developed through   
associations of various kinds, there     
remain virtually only individuals and     
the State. This is to the great harm        
of the State itself; for, with a       
structure of social governance lost,     
and with the taking over of all the        
burdens which the wrecked    
associations once bore. The State     
has been overwhelmed and crushed     
by almost infinite tasks and duties.  11

 
THE STATE A NATURAL    
ORGANISM  12

11 Quadragesimo Anno, §78  
12 Cahill, “Framework of a Christian State,” pp. 
471-472 

 
We have already indicated that the      
individual person forms and must     
form the fundamental element in the      
civil organism. The rights and     
privileges of the family and of all       
other organisms within the State, as      
well as the constitution of the State       
itself, all rest ultimately upon the      
dignity of human personality, and the      
divinely implanted tendencies, needs    
and capabilities of the individual     
person. It does not follow, however,      
that the State is essentially an      
aggregation of isolated or    
unorganised individuals. 
 
"As nature," writes Pius XI, "induces      
those who dwell in close proximity to       
unite into municipalities, so those     
who practise the same trade or      
profession, economic or otherwise,    
combine into vocational groups.    
These groups, in a true sense      
autonomous, are considered by    
many to be, if not essential to civil        
society, at least its natural and      
spontaneous development."  13

 
The natural organism of the State      
may thus be compared in some      
respects to the composition of     
bodies. Even though it may be true       
that the atom is the fundamental unit       
in the composition of bodies, it does       
not follow that the human body is       
made up merely of a collection of       
atoms heaped mechanically   
together. The atoms first go to form       
cells of various kinds: from these      
cells, according to their different     

13 Quadragesimo Anno, §83 
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nature and constitution, the organs     
of the body are formed: and it is from         
the due union and disposition of the       
bodily organs, each in its own place,       
and adapted to fulfil its own peculiar       
functions that the human body is      
immediately composed. 
 
So, too, in the properly constituted      
State, there are several organic units      
intervening between the individual    
person and the completely    
organised body, such as families,     
municipalities, and social or    
professional classes. These are    
natural institutions like the State     
itself. Some of them, such as the       
family, are more imperatively    
demanded by the natural law, and      
more important for human well-being     
even than the State; while others,      
such as municipalities, professional    
unions, etc., are founded like the      
State itself upon men's natural     
tendencies and needs, and although     
not so essential to the people's      
well-being as the State, are in      
accordance with the natural law. 
 
Hence the properly constituted civil     
society will be made up of an       
organised union of these groups,     
held together by a common bond      
(viz., social Justice and Charity),     
with their social and economic     
activities duly co-ordinated by one     
governing authority: so that it should      
be possible to say of the State what        
the Apostle says of the mystical      
body of Christ:  
 
 

The whole body, being compacted     
and fitly joined together by what      
every joint supplieth, according to     
the operation in the measure of      
every part, maketh increase of the      
body, unto the edifying of itself in       
charity. 

 
Without healthy social organization in the      
form of vocational guilds, municipalities and      
local communities, mutual aid societies and      
the like, an increasing amount of the burden        
of maintaining genuine social justice will fall       
upon the national State and upon its allies        
the international corporations, who are least      
equipped to preserve the wellbeing of those       
in most need of this aid. Two critical issues         
present themselves in this regard. 
 
First, globalism must be admitted to be both        
a national security threat (as we have       
observed in the COVID-19 pandemic with      
medical supply chains and pharmaceutical     
ingredients) as well as harmful to the good        
of the working classes, since it diminishes       
their wages below what is needed for family        
maintenance, much less thriving families.     
Catholic social teaching is clear that family       
wages are a matter of justice, not luxury.        
The national State is obligated to protect the        
families and people within its borders,      
especially those who are manual or      
unskilled laborers. Trade efficiency is utterly      
irrelevant if family formation is prevented. 
 
Second, internal/national overcentralization   
of some of the United States’ most crucial        
industries (such as agriculture and     
agricultural processing) must be addressed     
by increasing the durability and resilience of       
the supply chains. This means     
implementing protections for smaller farms     
against larger agricultural corporations.    
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States should follow this lead by      
encouraging small business ownership    
rather than reliance on large employers,      
though a prejudice against the latter is not        
necessary if they are committed to a       
cooperative model of ownership or are      
committed to offering family wages. 
 
These examples show that a nation has       
organs which it cannot without great risk       
replace by external substitution; dialysis     
cannot replace functioning kidneys without     
extraneous risk to the body as a whole. A         
nation must be able to produce its own        
infrastructure and critical products and     
services. International trade must serve the      
interests of American laborers, not     
international capitalists. 
 
Mid-90s pipe dreams about a “service      
economy” were an attempt for liberals to       
square the circle for globalist capitalism, by       
attempting to make a vast majority of       
citizens into knowledge workers. This     
denies the organic nature of nations and is        
analogous to believing that an entire body       
could be a brain. Allowing other countries to        
be our low-wage, unskilled, or skilled      
manual labor was not a sustainable solution       
under the flawed model of the service       
economy. This misguided conception has     
deepened inequality and reduced    
opportunities for the working class in the       
United States. Nations must again be      
understood to be organic entities, like the       
human body, with differentiation and critical      
structures, not merely a collection of      
interchangeable parts. 
 
On the other hand, the progressive/socialist      
solution is actually a deepening of the       
current fragile centralization with an added      
democratization underneath; namely the    

progression towards the socialist ideal.     
Voxer Matthew Iglesias recently related in a       
Twitter conversation : 14

 
Iglesias: It’s not *obvious* to me that       
a structural transformation toward    
more chain restaurants would be a      
bad thing. 
 
[ducks, logs off] 
 
Reply from a follower: “let big firms       
gobble up market share in exchange      
for unionization” is my pipe dream      
for retail/food service under a Biden      
administration. 
 
Iglesias in reply: Yes but shhhh 

 
Proposals such as a UBI (universal basic       
income), would expand   
government-subsidized child care, elder    
medical care funded by general taxation,      
and similar ideas often have the same root        
flaw in practice; they deepen the isolation of        
the human person and indirectly prevent      
formation of preferred lower-level social     
organizations that genuinely bind    
communities together. As is quoted from      
Pius XI above, “The State has been       
overwhelmed and crushed by almost infinite      
tasks and duties.” It is extraordinarily      
expensive for the national State to replace       
natural extended family or community social      
structures, much less the family itself. It       
should only supplement and support these      
on an emergency basis, not as a permanent        
fixture. 
 

14 Deleted as of August 2020; saved here, also 
here and here. 
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Capitalists equalled this hubris, for example,      
by pretending that retirement accounts and      
compound interest could replace the     
necessity of family elder care. As is usually        
the case, this promise was oversold, and       
most will not accumulate enough to retire in        
financial security, even if they were prudent.       
Retirees are also very vulnerable to market       
shocks. Capitalists also promised that “free      
trade,” open borders, and tax cuts would       
lead to the greatest prosperity for      
Americans; again, their theories were     
proven contrary to reality. Nothing they did       
moved the needle for working-class     
Americans, although as usual, the financiers      
and largest corporations thrived. 
 
Both the collective-individualist socialist    
solutions as well as the individualist      
free-market capitalist solutions must be     
spurned; they are sources of weakness for       
Americans and any other nation that      
attempts to outsource what should be      
functions of its internal organic structures.      
Neither of their solutions for America’s      
declining standards of living and stagnant      
wages will lift the common person the way a         
restoration of the organic concept of society       
can, if it inspires our public policy. Early        
America had a proud tradition of robust local        
communities and family life; it can be reborn        
in our time if we have the courage to trust          
the consistent teaching of the Church, since       
“no practical solution of [the social question]       
will be found apart from the counsel of        
religion and of the Church.”  15

15 Quoted in Mater et Magistra  

The Importance of 
Catholic Social 
Teaching Today 
Peter Sorrentino 
 
 
In his most popular and widely read       
encyclical Rerum Novarum Pope Leo XIII      
states, “Hence we have the family, the       
“society” of a man’s house — a society very         
small, one must admit, but nonetheless a       
true society, and one older than any State.        
Consequently, it has rights and duties      
peculiar to itself which are quite      
independent of the State”. If a family is a         
state or society in and of itself it must have          
a rule of law or some order in which to guide           
it. Thus we have Catholic Social Teaching       
(hereafter CST) as our guiding law for not        
only our family state but also for the local         
and national  states.  
  
Many today falsely interpret CST to mean       
whatever modern attitude they are currently      
chasing. If you like Socialism you find a        
verse or stance in Catholic thought you       
think makes your case; if you like       
free-market economics you look for the      
sections that make your case. That has       
sadly been the case ever since Vatican 2        
when the teaching and doctrines of the       
church became more and more diluted. The       
council not only led to a change in the Mass          
but also in Catholics’ thoughts about CST.       
CST has become more about feelings,      
rather than about how we should live our        
lives, how we should raise our families, or        
how the state should handle topics like       
worker relations and economics.  
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Many contemporary books address these     
important topics, but most either address      
only one aspect or give a very broad        
overview of the subject. In Fr. Thomas       
Crean’s book, Integralism: A Manual of      
Political Philosophy, he writes about     
education, “the next right and duty of the        
family is the education of the children.” This        
very basic statement is debated even by       
Catholics today.  
 
Some on the left will tell you that it is the           
state's job and those on the right say it’s the          
duty of the parents. The Church is very        
straightforward on this topic. In Pope Pius       
XI’s encyclical Divini Illius Magisitri , the       
Holy Father states that the Church has a        
right to educate the child for Beatitude. It is         
the teaching of the not only the Church but         
of the community and the family and out        
connection to them that helps our children       
ready themselves to be soldiers of the       
Church and on the path to sainthood as the         
steps needed to become a saint start with        
the understanding of the faith and the need        
to fight for it and spread it. This can only be           
properly taught by the family and a family        
that in turn understands these things but       
also lives a life that is an example of such          
deeds. The Church does have a firm grasp        
on things like education. So why do we think         
today that we have a right to discuss in         
committee what this means? Why not      
simply listen to the Church?  
 
I think what we see is the flair of modernism          
under the guise of individualism. We think       
that we have a right to pick and choose         
what portions of CST are important and       
which ones we can disregard. Catholioc      
Social Teaching isn’t Alcoholics    
Anonymous, where one of the sayings      

goes, “Take what you like and leave the        
rest.” The Church’s stance on marriage for       
2000 years is that marriage is between a        
man and a woman and the goal of that         
marriage would be to procreate. Many      
today dispute this by their accpetance of       
same-sex unions. We can see that this       
partial acceptance and rejection of CST is       
leading us to a watered down Catholicism.       
Less than a third of Catholics believe in        
transubstantiation today. So why should     
they believe in something as outdated as       
marriage or education for beatitude?  
 
All of this is further complicated by books        
being written by those with agendas outside       
that of true Catholicsm. Everything from      
Catholic Answers’ recent 20 answers:     
Catholic Social Teaching which takes a      
neoconservative approach to the subject of      
CST, to podcasts and YouTube shows that       
take the teachings of the Church out of        
context to put CST under the rubric of the         
political right or left.  
  
This dogfight between two secular groups      
using CST as their own soap box is not only          
disingenuous but incorrect as well. Simply      
put, CST is neither right nor left; it is simply          
Catholic. Catholicsm does not exist in the       
modern right/left dichotomy, it exists in the       
laws and teachings of Lord Jesus Christ.       
Alongside CST is the restoration of the       
social Kingship of Christ and even that is        
controversial in today's world.  
 
If we cannot agree on basic tenets of the         
faith how will we be able to live our lives          
according to CST? If encyclicals like      
Quadragesimo Anno are debated as right or       
left instead of read with a Catholic       
understanding of returning to a guild society       
in which labor and owner work together       
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instead of against one another, how will we        
ever see how destructive the modern world       
really is? Catholic Social Teaching is so       
much more than stances on economics and       
politics, it is about how we live our lives. It is           
about how we raise our kids and how we         
see young men and young women coming       
of age. Catholic social teaching is a       
rejection of the modern world and all its        
evils.  
 
We may not want to do the hard work to          
comply with or live within the bounds of CST         
yet if we want to see our family strive and          
survive then we must follow the directions       
the Church has given us. We have to stop         
looking to secular politics to help us. We        
have to become self-sufficient and learn to       
place the society and state of the family as         
a top priority in our lives. Once we see that          
we human perfection cannot happen without      
society and that society cannot thrive      
without authority we can then see that       
authority comes in many different forms. 
 
At its root, the primary impedance to       
building our lives around CST is our       
aversion to authentic authority. While many      
people fear the word “authority” it is only        
because we have not been properly      
educated in what authority really is. True       
authority given by God helps us to be the         
best we can be. A good leader is an         
inspiration to his family, his Church, and to        
his community. A good leader makes us       
want to be better and to work harder.        
Leaders can also be our ancestors who       
have left us the instruction manual for a        
good life. Whatever form it takes, it is up to          
us to recognize and obey those in authority        
over us. 
 

Authority can come in the form of the clergy,         
secular leaders, and also in the form of        
CST. While the clergy helps to set us on the          
path to beatitude the secular leaders help       
us become better citizens. Catholic Social      
teaching helps to become better leaders of       
our own society. It helps us to educate, to         
save, and to interact with our fellow citizens.        
Catholic Social Teaching is so much more       
than what we have been told. You could        
spend 20 years reading about it and       
implementing and never grow tired of the       
rewards it reaps for you. Reading this       
magazine is a great first step on the journey         
to understanding CST, but there is more to        
learn! 
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On the Insufficiency of 
UBI 
Charles Shea 
 
In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread          
till thou return to the earth, out of which thou          
wast taken: for dust thou art, and into dust         
thou shalt return. (Gen. 3:19, DRV). 
 
In response to the declining plights of the        
post-industrial age, namely those of     
unemployment and underemployment, a    
solution has been broadly championed by      
the technocrat and his sycophant the      
bugman, namely that of UBI or Universal       
Basic Income. The idea is that as long as         
everyone is given a basic level of income        
enough to sustain them, then the rapid       
changes in the labor market, and in       
particular the centralization and automation     
of industry and agriculture need not be a        
concern as no man would be deprived of        
food or shelter because of it. These       
technocrats propose that we may have all of        
the benefits of a neoliberal globalized      
economy and socialism all at the same time,        
even proposing that UBI would be cheaper       
than our current welfare apparatus due to       
the ability to almost entirely remove      
administrative costs, which is especially     
necessary as more and more are projected       
to be leaving the job market with no gainful         
employment in sight. Following their line of       
thought, UBI seems to be a very reasonable        
proposal, but this falls apart under scrutiny. 
 
The first question one must ask himself       
when considering the proposal is cui bono?       
Those who promote it are largely part of the         
same technocratic establishment that seeks     

to advance anti-human agendas like     
transhumanism, so why would we expect      
them to be advancing this based on an idea         
of human wellbeing? The proposal for the       
funding mechanism of a UBI scheme      
according to Jamie Suskind is a value       
added tax on these corporations, so they       
would have to pay, but at the same time         
these corporations which pay virtually     
nothing in income taxes now have immense       
influence over governmental policy, how     
much more so when they make up an        
indispensable portion of the national     
budget? It seems that it’s clearly not prudent        
to put the wellbeing of an ever-increasing       
share of the population into the hands of a         
few notoriously bad actors and in doing so        
severely increasing their political power. 
 
One of the core tenets of UBI is baked into          
the name, “basic,” such that one may       
subsist on the amount allotted but nothing       
more. The prices of essentials, most notably       
housing vary vastly from block to block, not        
to mention city to city and state to state.         
Given that the income is also universal,       
meaning a single set sum for every citizen        
the income will not be basic for some        
people. For some it might be excessive of        
“basic” and disincentivize their working for      
any income beyond, creating areas full of       
welfare queens with plenty of extra income       
for drugs and other degeneracies. Much      
more likely for most people, the income will        
be insufficient for all but the worst of        
conditions, creating a class that exists      
purely on the terms of the oligarchs, that        
lives where housing is made affordable to       
them and eats what food is made affordable        
to them. These are people who by definition        
have no excess, no mobility beyond what is        
granted them and no prospect of earning       
any extra income from legal sources. They       
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have no financial or physical mobility, as       
they are put into ghettos so cheap that it is          
financially feasible to rent to them. 
 
What are the social dynamics concerning      
this permanently-impoverished underclass?   
They are a presumably large group which       
demands not only all the same rights, but        
even more so, financial support from those       
who work. Naturally those who work will see        
them as parasites, as any sort of taxation        
mechanism to pay for UBI will ultimately       
come from them even if indirectly in the        
form of increased prices of products      
targeted to them. Goods simply don’t come       
from nothing and these people will know       
that despite receiving their own UBI stipend       
they would be much better off without the        
drain upon them. Those that will not feel        
such a drain are those that are impossibly        
wealthy, those who actually own productive      
property. The relationship between these     
and the underclass would be one of       
exploitative clientelism. The underclass’    
wellbeing is almost entirely subject to the       
whims of the corporations and as such the        
corporations are able to assert even more       
control through the electoral side of political       
influence.  
 
Extrapolating future changes in voter     
demography, they could use any number of       
legal means to punish non-compliant voter      
blocs. Because the wealthy and powerful      
would like to maintain such a dynamic they        
would have a disincentive to giving any real        
hand up to the underclass, and would prefer        
to keep them alive and dependent with       
minimal costs to themselves monetarily or      
politically. All of these factors of course       
place the underclass in a progressively      
worse situation, violence and discrimination     
against them from the working class likely       

forcing them outside of ordinary society      
altogether if they are not already priced out,        
further isolating them and increasing their      
dependence. 
 
Even if we were to concede for the sake of          
argument that UBI would indeed be      
sufficient and that the social and political       
consequences I predict would be negated,      
the policy is still one which Catholics cannot        
support as a model for society moving       
forward. The opening quote of this article “In        
the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread till          
thou return to the earth…” is critical to        
understanding the nature of man to      
economics on Earth. The command of Our       
Lord is that man shall work for his food. St.          
Paul put it in no uncertain terms, “But if any          
man have not care of his own, and        
especially of those of his house, he hath        
denied the faith, and is worse than an        
infidel.” (1 Tim. 5:8, DRV) By this St. Paul         
meant that the man who does not provide        
for his family is an apostate, for he does not          
abide by the word of the Lord. Dante        
Aligheri in his Divine Comedy finds the       
essence of the sin of usury, “By these two,         
art and nature, man must earn his bread        
and flourish, if you recall to mind Genesis,        
near its beginning. Because the usurer      
holds to another course, he denies Nature,       
inherself, and in that which follows her       
ways, putting his hopes elsewhere.”     
(Inferno, Canto XI). To not care for oneself        
and family by the sweat of one’s own brow if          
able is a violation against Divine and natural        
law, and a policy which facilitates it or even         
necessitates it must be called evil. 
 
In order to see the consequences that stem        
from flouting this law, one may look at a         
multitude of examples both in literature and       
in the world around us. In the book Player         
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Piano by Kurt Vonnegut, a world is detailed        
wherein much of the population has been       
replaced by automation. In the book,      
widespread automation creates two distinct     
classes: the class of the employed, of the        
engineers, to which our protagonist belongs,      
and that of the unemployed and functionally       
unemployed. The latter group works in the       
Reeks and Wrecks, and is known officially       
as the Reclamation and Restoration Corps,      
a spinoff of the US Army Corps of        
Engineers wherein the masses are given      
busy work, to stand on the side of the road          
and pretend to fix it forever.  
 
The “working” class of the book is       
understandably depressed, desperate to    
feel useful, they long for the time when they         
did meaningful work, but they will never       
have it again. They have devolved into       
rampant alcoholism and consumerism,    
degenerated into something less than     
human, and it is worth noting these men still         
are doing nominal work for their pay; our        
UBI subsisting class wouldn’t even be that       
fortunate. Under a UBI regime, men would       
be stuck at home with nothing to do and         
families would not be reliant on each other.  
 
For a real world example of an immobile        
class existing on welfare alone we ought       
look no further than our own inner cities,        
places which I personally avoid for the sake        
of my own safety. These areas are plagued        
by any manner of socioeconomic problems      
one may conceive: crime, illiteracy,     
malnutrition, drug addiction, obesity, child     
abuse, etc. While it may not be reasonable        
to attribute all of these problems to welfare        
subsistence it is clear that with the       
introduction of that model into these      
communities, all of these problems     
skyrocketed to the absurd proportions we      

see today, easily tracked following the      
introduction of the Great Society of LBJ.  
 
These locales have been dubbed food      
deserts because normal grocery stores     
have been driven out by crime or aren’t        
economically viable there, so the people live       
on corner store junk food bought through       
panes of bulletproof glass. If inner-city      
dwellers are lucky, the notoriously unhealthy      
fare of fast food chains is their sole source         
of sustenance. The result is a populace       
which starts at the lowest rung of society        
and has its mobility crippled in every       
conceivable dimension. It is farcical to      
imagine this would improve through the      
implementation of a benefit scheme that      
makes the freeloader nature of welfare      
subsistence even more explicit and     
permanent. 
 
I was always told by the wisest of the elders          
in my life that one ought never criticize a         
problem without proposing a solution, and      
thank God, His Church in all of Its wisdom         
proposes such a solution: subsidiarity.     
Subsidiarity is the principle that     
governmental issues ought to be dealt with       
at the most immediate or local level which is         
competent to do so.  
 
From here I would like to explore three        
policy issues that avoid the problem UBI       
would present. These are the social safety       
net, automation, and trade. 
 
First we look at subsidiarity as it applies to         
the social safety net. Of course as Catholics        
we recognize that the basic unit of society is         
not the individual, but the family. This is a         
radical notion to many moderns, but we       
must hold it to be true if we accept the          
Church’s teaching given to us by St. Paul        
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which says that “...I would have you know,        
that the head of every man is Christ; and         
the head of the woman is the man…” (1 Cor          
11:3, DRV), and thus the family as the most         
immediate authority to take care of the poor        
ought to be empowered to do so in the ways          
that it can. The clear way to do this is          
through the institution of property; when a       
family owns property it is competent to       
house and feed itself. It can house because        
the use of the dwelling is at the discretion of          
the owner, the father, and it can feed        
because property is productive. This     
productivity is based upon the labor that is        
put into it. Because extra hands mean extra        
production, the property of a family is       
rendered competent to aid those in need in        
ways that a wage or stipend is not.  
 
If perhaps it lies outside the abilities of the         
family to provide for a member who has        
fallen upon hard times, or or for those        
unfortunate enough to lack a family to fall        
back upon, a social safety net operated by        
the government may very well be      
warranted. How would the state build a       
social safety net around the principle of       
subsidiarity?  
 
It should be clear that at the level of county          
or city government the authorities are more       
immediate to the person, more keenly      
aware of their needs and any potential       
malfeasance on their part than those at the        
federal or perhaps even global level who       
have never seen the person or family in        
question, it should also be clear that there is         
no reason why such an authority is unable        
to provide for an individual or family’s basic        
needs. It then follows that such authorities       
ought to be those who take care of the         
needs of their citizens such as housing,       
food, vocational, or monetary assistance.     

Following this principle we can see that       
individualized interactions and solutions are     
more effective at ensuring there is no deficit        
or excess in aid and that it is of the          
appropriate type. Such a system can also       
ensure efficiency and guard more effectively      
against dependence on aid. 
 
Historically this type of work was in the        
hands of the religious brothers and sisters       
who were a part of the community they        
operated. They offered not just material but       
personal aid, and while this may not be        
possible in the near future, it should be our         
model going forward, a localized and      
personalized system of aid, rather than a       
debit card sent to all in need. 
 
When looking at the problem of automation       
wiping out large sectors of the economy and        
leaving tens or hundreds of millions jobless       
as our technocrats propose is an      
inevitability, we ought to apply subsidiarity.      
Perhaps there is a way to use policy to keep          
people working and stave off automation. If       
subsidiarity is good in law, why wouldn’t it        
be in other aspects of political organization?       
When we look at the stock of our local         
grocery stores we struggle to find items       
from the same state. Your local Wal-Mart or        
other big box store is almost completely       
devoid of items made in this hemisphere.       
The argument against autarky, that is      
economics that favor self-sufficiency, is that      
it is inefficient, but our economies are       
becoming so efficient that work is no longer        
needed. Perhaps the alleged problems of      
autarky are no longer problems.  
 
A well-disciplined application of luddism and      
localism could both create a more      
responsive and robust system of supply,      
and also ensure employment. If we      
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presume that work is not a bad thing, and a          
preferable one if we accept the authority of        
sacred Scripture that it is in fact good, a         
policy of increased autarky would actually      
engender an improvement in the quality of       
life. The insistence on measuring our quality       
of life purely in material terms is the        
problem, not autarky.  
 
Perhaps this looks like a return to the family         
farm with totally mechanized factories     
producing luxury goods for pennies. More      
likely this looks like an economy of spheres        
doing what they can, stocking their own       
shelves at the grocery stores even though       
most of their cars may come from Detroit.  
 
In any event the proposition that we ought        
to leave men who are ready and willing to         
work in a profitable manner to rot because        
we have a way to do it with slightly better          
margins is not just wasteful like scrapping       
your old car and getting the new model        
every two years is, but is also immoral and         
dehumanizing. It is an attack on the man        
and all men and above all it is an attack on           
God Who made us in His image and        
thought us worth dying for. We cannot stand        
for it, and so we can not stand for UBI. 
 

The Localism Option 
Javier Velazquez 
 
 
In all the things happening in the year of our          
Lord 2020, few people could have predicted       
the series of events that are unfolding       
before our eyes. Perhaps a few of the        
insiders on Wall Street hedged for the worst        
in the early weeks of the year and        

positioned their wealth in a way that would        
avoid direct exposure to the economic      
calamity we’re seeing across the country.      
Small, locally owned businesses are being      
vanquished; the last creators and bearers of       
real middle-class wealth are being     
destroyed.  
 
Before the pandemic hit, many of the largest        
companies were sitting on enormous     
amounts of liquid capital, perhaps waiting      
for situations like these to deploy for       
protection, but also to economically     
vandalize what was left of Mainstreet      
America. Take for example Apple, who prior       
to 2020 was sitting on over 200 billion        
dollars worth of cash, primarily used that       
wealth for stock buybacks. These buybacks      
dwarfed all but a dozen companies in the        
S&P 500. Much of Apple's equity capital is        
retained earnings held abroad; if Apple      
repatriated that money, it would have to pay        
corporate income tax on it, so the capital        
sits abroad, creating more wealth for      
shareholders at the expense of Mainstreet.  
 
In the retail sector, smaller companies that       
did not enjoy monopolized supply chains      
cracked first. They waited on federal      
assistance, but others like Walmart,     
expanded even further, capturing whatever     
little territory that remained of the small       
localized business sector. Combined with     
the “Walmart Effect”, the presence of a       
Walmart store can hurt the business of       
smaller locally owned and shorter     
supply-chain companies. This isn’t including     
the fact that it also lowers the wages for         
local workers that live in the communities       
that Walmart enters into. This made this       
economic downturn a natural move for the       
preying corporate vultures to squeeze even      
more wealth from local economies.  
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Dangers of Laissez-Faire  
 
What little wealth remained of the middle       
class, the real backbone of the American       
economy, is now in danger of being       
overtaken by those that hoard and use that        
capital to push us further from the common        
good and more towards a technocratic      
society. For at least a quarter of a century,         
the conservative movements in the United      
States have based their proposed policies      
on economic liberalism. This has destroyed      
the middle-class workforce even further     
through outsourcing, helping dismantle the     
traditional family unit, and weaponized the      
Lassez-Faire ideology through the    
concentrated power that corporations hold     
over American culture for corrosive interests      
contrary to Catholic Social Teaching. For      
centuries, ownership of family enterprises     
through the spirit of localism provided      
millions of families wealth, honest labor, and       
allowed many small towns to be founded       
through the industry that served as the       
bedrocks of communities and thriving     
cultures. 
 
The rate of new local business growth has        
plummeted, falling by half since the late       
1970s. With localized ownership dwindling,     
yesterday’s opportunity at wealth creation is      
disappearing, and it adds to the fact that        
today's middle class does not even own a        
significantly larger share of wealth than it       
did 70 years ago despite the tremendous       
technological strides the world and     
corporation have enjoyed by allowing     
access to larger markets.  
 
It has become incredibly difficult for the       
common man to provide the means of       
raising a family through traditional local      

ownership in his community. In the absence       
of the modern global supply chain, his       
community flourished thanks to the work of       
his ancestors. The words of Pope Leo in his         
encyclical Rerum Novarum, "so that a small       
number of very rich men have been able to         
lay upon the teeming masses of the laboring        
poor a yoke little better than that of slavery         
itself" become more obviously prophetic as      
each day passes. So as long as       
corporations continue to feast on the corpse       
of Mainstreet America, the average worker      
has no choice but to work for the small         
number of corporations that also continue to       
perpetuate unjust wages and the     
destruction of the family unit.  
 
 
Localism through Subsidiarity 
 
Every American holds multiple citizenships:     
nation, state, county, city, borough,     
neighborhood, block. Citizenship at all these      
levels is taught at home. Our duty to those         
higher level groups is an extension of our        
duty to our family. Instilling this Localist       
mindset in the American populace is      
perhaps the last hope we have of reviving        
the middle class.  
 
Subsidiarity is the belief that political,      
economic, and cultural power should be      
wielded as much as possible at the       
neighborhood, city, and state levels. This      
idea could thrive mainly because we're in an        
era where our population has become more       
cynical and social trust is at its lowest point         
ever. While the elected officials in      
Washington continue to hurl distractions at      
one another, our elites have enjoyed the       
Lassez-Faire strategy for decades. One can      
now observe their sights being set across       
the pacific in China with it’s growing middle        
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class, as more of the American middle-class       
wealth is cornered and squeezed. It’s hard       
to see this agenda as nothing else but a         
plan to turn the middle and working class        
into consumer-rich but wealth-poor    
economic units for their products and      
services. I believe something needs to      
change before all that is left is the        
hollowed-out husk of our country with      
nothing left behind for our posterity.  
 
Through my work in my family-owned      
holding company, I've spoken with hundreds      
of small business owners. These people      
employ members of their family and      
community with well-paying jobs and serve      
as anchors in their communities. The capital       
created through their localized ventures also      
stays within a more local pool, benefiting the        
communities where they operate. Localism     
is too often inconvenient for plutocrats, and       
perhaps this is why we've seen a       
tremendous gap created not just from the       
wealthiest to the poorest, but to the middle        
class itself. To paraphrase Wendell Berry,      
people who believe it is right to say that it          
takes a village to raise a child must also         
agree that it takes a local economy and        
culture to raise a village. International      
corporations have colonized local    
economies, crushed middle-class wealth    
and entrepreneurship, and left local     
economies without the protection needed to      
stay local or at least to ensure that big         
business answers to the communities it      
ostensibly serves. 
 
The main criticism of Localism is the       
descent into tribalism. Still, under the      
American Constitution, using subsidiarity    
i.e., laws which are carried out as close to         
the people as possible, Localism can      
co-exist with possible local adjustments     

added to the existing constitutional     
precedents. This is a better approach that is        
used in the European Union and in some of         
its federal member states such as Germany,       
where local administration is guaranteed in      
the constitution, but not local legislation      
giving Americans the religious freedom     
protections in the constitution. Another great      
example is Switzerland, where the canton      
system ensures that almost all the essential       
functions of government stay local. You deal       
with your community or local government      
office exclusively, and the central     
government is virtually invisible. The result      
is a country with a quality of life among the          
highest in the world; however, perhaps their       
cohesive culture and identity may play a       
more significant role in this quality of life        
than most will admit.  
 
Subsidiarity also says, with any issue, start       
by seeing if it can be handled at the local          
level. However, if after careful     
consideration, it cannot (e.g., Corporations     
destroying the ability to create wealth) then       
there is no problem with using the just        
powers of the federal government to solve       
the problem. This creates a distinction      
between libertarianism and localism.  
 
Perhaps through the implementation of this      
third way political ideal, we can lead the        
country’s wealth that has been hollowed out       
back to the middle class. This will bolster        
the communities they live in and allow the        
last few surviving semblances of traditional      
culture that mirrors Catholic Social Teaching      
in the country to persist as they should. 
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Subsidiarity and 
Authority 
Levi A. Russell 
 
 
It is difficult to live in a liberal world and take           
seriously the social teaching of the Church.       
Nevertheless, the Church is truly our Mother       
and our Teacher, and we must put Her        
teachings above the implicit and explicit      
teaching of the liberal world. Subsidiarity, a       
fundamental tenet of Catholic Social     
Teaching, offers us an opportunity to put       
aside the liberal worldview in which we have        
grown up and submit ourselves to the social        
teaching of the Church.  
 
For many of us in the West, subsidiarity is         
the easier of the two fundamental concepts       
of Catholic Social Teaching (the other being       
solidarity) to accept. Many European     
countries are small and a substantial      
amount of their governance is handled at       

what would be equivalent to the county level        
here in the U.S. The anglophone New World        
is a bit of a different story, with Australia and          
Canada having relatively strong central     
governments ruled by parliaments. I don’t      
know enough about the countries in Central       
and South America to comment on them,       
except to say that they have some serious        
issues with corruption at the highest levels. 
 
Here in the U.S. subsidiarity is, at least        
ostensibly, codified into the amendments to      
our written Constitution. Catholics who     
believe that liberal capitalism is the best       
system and that Locke and Hume had some        
great ideas point this out incessantly. The       
9th and 10th amendments seem, on the       
surface, to be a guarantee of subsidiarity.       
The federal government would, according to      
these two amendments, only have the      
powers delegated to it by more local bodies.  
 
Today we see that the 9th and 10th        
amendments weren’t worth the paper on      
which they were written. The Commerce      
Clause and the Necessary and Proper      
Clause, along with assorted legislative and      
judicial chicanery have centralized functions     
that have, and in some cases should,       
belong to the state, county, local, or family        
level.  
 
Here in the U.S., we have relied on a written          
Constitution to preserve the subsidiarity     
written into it. The pre-liberal social      
institutions that functioned as bulwarks     
against centralization: the primacy of the      
family, social capital built on cultural      
homogeneity, and the absence of     
undermining influence from those who     
would benefit from the deracination and      
individualization of the citizenry, among     
many others, have largely disappeared.  
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It may seem ironic to us, likely thanks to our          
liberal upbringings, but one of the main       
obstacles to the preservation of subsidiarity      
is the weakness of the federal government       
and lack of explicit subsidiarity in our       
constitution. A constitution that merely     
implies a preference for subsidiarity is      
fruitless when there isn’t a means for the        
largest and most distant authority in the       
nation to ensure its continuation.     
Subsidiarity means keeping larger, more     
distant bodies out of the affairs of smaller        
and more local political bodies (including the       
family, the fundamental unit of society), but       
this leaves a practical question: who      
decides what issues are appropriately     
handled by each level of society? 
 
To answer this, we look to the interwar        
period, specifically to the Austrian     
constitution of Chancellor Engelbert    
Dollfuss. Dollfuss’s constitution was written     
explicitly to implement the social teaching of       
Leo XIII and Pius XI at all levels of         
government. I recently spoke at length on       
the subject of this constitution, taking most       
of the material from a political science       
journal article that summarized the     
30-plus-page-long constitution. Though   
Dollfuss’s assassination at the hands of the       
Nazis and the incompetence of the      
subsequent administration would ensure    
that Dollfuss’s vision was not realized, we       
can learn lessons from his constitution      
about the practical application of     
subsidiarity. 
 
Chancellor Dollfuss’s constitution did not     
comport with the liberal sensibilities of those       
living in parliamentary democracies in his      
time. At the national level, the government       
was largely controlled by the executive      

branch. The president was the head political       
figure and the chancellor led the legal       
implementation of the decisions of the      
cabinet. Industrial and cultural groups were      
given opportunities to influence policy, but      
only the budget was subject to significant       
control by something akin to a parliament.  
 
In addition to the explicit declaration of       
Austria as a Catholic nation, with      
appropriate deference to freedom of     
conscience, Dollfuss’s constitution ensured    
the continuation of subsidiarity through an      
explicit listing of the large number of issues        
to be dealt with at the state level.  
 
Two whole chapters of the constitution were       
dedicated to delineating the powers of the       
federal and state governments. This is an       
important difference between Dollfuss’s    
constitution and ours. While the U.S.      
constitution listed the functions of the      
federal government and their justifications, it      
is much more ambiguous. The 9th and 10th        
amendments were no match for the      
necessary and proper clause and the      
Commerce Clause to expand federal power.      
I leave aside here the issue of whether        
specific examples of expansion of federal      
power are good or bad.  
 
In the face of the liberal onslaught against        
pre-enlightenment social institutions, the    
U.S. constitution is silent, or very nearly so.        
Dollfuss was not afraid to use the authority        
of the federal state to define its role relative         
to the authority of the state government.       
Subsidiarity is served by a strong central       
state that is not held back by liberal        
shibboleths; defining the tasks and     
decisions appropriate to each level of      
government is a task appropriate to the       
highest authority in the land. A government       
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built on subsidiarity must clearly define the       
implementation of subsidiarity in that     
specific time and place. 
 
Further, Dollfuss’s constitution provided a     
structure that ensured the federal and state       
governments would respect subsidiarity in     
the future. A constitutional court was      
established to adjudicate jurisdictional    
disputes, giving the state governments     
some assurance that the federal     
government would stick to the letter of the        
constitution.  
 
More importantly, the president was     
empowered to dissolve state governments.     
While this doesn’t seem to be consistent, on        
its face, with subsidiarity, it allowed the       
federal government to force the states to       
handle the issues assigned to it. If a political         
movement were to arise that sought to       
offload responsibility for some issue from      
the state level to the federal level, the        
constitutional court and the federal     
government would have been empowered     
to push back and ensure that subsidiarity       
was respected. 
 
Though it may seem contrary to a skin-deep        
understanding of subsidiarity, the largest     
and most distant body in the land must be         
empowered with the appropriate authority to      
determine the functions of smaller and more       
local bodies. As Catholics we understand      
that the federal government of each country       
should recognize the ultimate authority of      
Christ as King of Heaven and Earth and the         
Church as our Mother and Teacher. They       
must ensure that the family has the ability to         
act in accordance with the faith. We may not         
have an opportunity to rewrite the      
Constitution, but we can push policy in the        

right direction. You’re Catholic; act, speak,      
and vote accordingly. 
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